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RAM® MOUNTS
      
RAM® is the revolutionary universal ball and socket mounting 
system that allows you to mount practically anything 
anywhere. Unlike other mounts on the market, RAM® allows 
you to mount items where you need them most. If you need 
to mount a Rod Holder, GPS, FishFinder or POV Camera look no 
further. RAM® mounts will help you make a professional job 
easy. Its unique design provides easy installation, adjustability, 
strength, versatility, vibration dampening and durability, all at 
a low cost. RAM® is backed by a Lifetime Warranty and made 
in the USA which makes it the mounting system of choice. To 
provide light weight strength and corrosion resistance, RAM® 
uses marine grade aluminum with a powder coated finish, 
light weight nylon injected molded composite, stainless steel 
hardware and nitrile rubber balls.

How it works...
Step 1: Select your ball size. 
We recommend a 1’’ ball for smaller handheld devices and 
anything intended for light-use up to approximately 5lbs. For 
things a bit more robust such as fishfinders and rod holders 
you’ll want to select a 1.5’’ ball which will accommodate up to 
10lbs. For heavier duty applications and devices that require 
additional load carrying capacity, choose one of our larger 
available ball sizes to support device weight ranges from 
15-20lbs.

Step 2: Select an arm or rod.
Now that you have your ball, it’s time to select an arm or holder 
for it.  The openings on our arms and holders correspond to 
the ball size. Be sure to reference the fitment when making 
your selection.

Step 3: Choose your cradle. 
You’ve selected your base and your arm, now depending upon 
the device you want to mount you can select your cradle. 
Either device specific or universal, there is a RAM Mount that 
will meet and exceed your needs and expectations!

ABOUT RAM®
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PADDLESPORTS RIGGING MAP

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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PADDLESPORTS RIGGING MAP

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS

 
RAM® 2” x 2.5” Rectangle Base with the AMPs Hole Pattern 
& 1.5” Ball  

The RAP-202U-225 consists of a 1.5” diameter rubber ball connected at right angles to a 2” x 2.5” rectangular 
base. This mount has pre-drilled holes at each corner of the base plate.

Part Number: RAP-202U-225
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball

 
RAM® 2.43” x 1.31” Diamond Base with 1” Ball
 
The RAM-B-238U consists of a 1” diameter rubber ball and a 2.43” x 1.31” diamond shaped base. The base has two 
holes 1.912” from center to center, matches the industry standard AMPS hole pattern and will connect to a large 
variety of RAM Mount and third party cradles. 

Part Number: RAM-B-238U
Material: Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum (Available in Composite).
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

 
RAM® Flexible Adhesive Base with 1” Ball 
 
The RAP-B-378U consists of a 2.5” round, flexible composite base with  a 1” 
ball, double-sided adhesive PSA stick pad and sealed alcohol prep pad. This 
base is ideal for mounting any light weight device without the need to drill 
holes. Works on flat and curved surfaces with or without texture.

Part Number: RAP-B-378U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
RAM-ROD™ Flush Base for Spline Posts 
 
The RAM-114FMU has 4 mounting holes and a socket compatible with RAM-ROD™ and RAM-TUBE™ holders with 
a spline post. 

Part Number: RAM-114FMU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A
 
RAM® Adapt-A-Post™ Modular Pin-Lock 
Mounting Bases 

The RAP-387BU includes the RAM® Adapt-A-Post™ with three pin lock 
mounting base options to accommodate a variety of mounting locations on 
your kayak.   Includes a round 2.50’’ diameter mounting base, a rectangle 2” 
x 1.68” mounting base and a low-profile diamond shaped base.  Select the 
mounting base option that works best in your rigging scenario.

Part Number: RAP-387BU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

Included base mounting options
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MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
RAM-ROD™ Combination Bulkhead/Flat Surface Mounting Base with Release 
Plunger for Spline Posts
 
The combination bulkhead/flat surface mounting base can be installed on a flat surface such as the deck or a vertical 
surface. This mounting base features a locking mechanism which requires the release of a plunger to remove the rod 
holder. Compatible with RAM post and spline rod holders and RAM wedge mount ball adapters. 

Part Number: RAM-114BMPU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

Available as standard bulkhead base for spline posts

 
RAM-ROD™ Compact Round Flush Base for Spline Posts 
 
The RAM-114FMTU consists of a round flush mounting base and a socket compatible with RAM-ROD™ and RAM-TUBE™ 
holders with a spline post. Designed to accommodate gunwales up to two inches thick, and seat with no visible hardware, 
this product is ideally suited to a wide variety of applications.  This mounting base is ideal for kayaks and water craft with 
limited mounting space.  Includes a rubber cap for sealing from water when not in use, the included nylon threaded cap 
seals the bottom.

Part Number: RAM-114FMTU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

 

 
The RAP-354-162U  wedge adapter base expands to accommodate openings with an inner diameter of 1 
1/2” to 1 7/8”. Once installed, you have the perfect way to mount anything from RAM Rod holders, Cup 
Holders, Cameras, Fishfinders, and much more. Whether you are trying to get your rod and reel up off the 
deck to avoid salt spray, need more versatility in rod holder placement, or simply need another mounting 
position and don’t want to drill holes, this is your perfect solution. 

Part Number: RAP-354-162U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball (available with 1’’ ball)

RAM® Mount Wedge Adapter with 1.5” Diameter Ball for Flush Mount  
&  Tube Rod Holders

 
RAM® Universal Medium Tough-Clamp™ with 1” Diameter Rubber Ball 

The RAP-B-397-2U includes a 1” ball which can be used to mount a variety of products utilizing RAM’s vast selection of mounting 
solutions. Attach your GoPro Camera, Smartphone, RAM AQUA BOX® Pro or similar light weight device on almost any flat surfaces 
and square rails.

Part Number: RAP-B-397-2U 
Available with small clamp (P/N RAP-B-397-1U)
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’

Clamping Dimensions for Medium Tough-Clamp™:
 1. Flat surfaces and square rails from 0” to 1.75” thick
 2. Round rails from 0.75” to 1.125” OD

Clamping Dimensions for Small Tough-Clamp™:
 1. Flat surfaces and square rails from 0” to 1” thick
 2. Round rails from 0.25” to 0.75” OD

Medium Tough-Clamp™ with X-Grip® Smartphone Mount
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MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS

 
RAM® Hobie/Scotty Wedge Base with 1” Ball 
 
The RAP-B-354U Wedge Base expands to accommodate holes from 7/8”- 1” diameter and locks in tight. Once installed, you have the 
perfect way to mount anything from RAM Rod holders, GPS, Cell Phone, Cup Holder, Fishfinder, or Flash Light which can all be supported 
and perfectly positioned using this great product. 

Compatible With: 
Scotty™ bases, Hobie Kayaks with sail mount ports 7/8”- 1” diameter

Part Number: RAP-B-354U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: Available with 1.5’’ ball P/N RAP-354U

Available option for RAM/Attwood and Fish-On (P/N RAP-B-354-75U and RAP-354-75U)

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
 
RAM® Press-N-Lock™ Base with 18” Long Tube and 1.5” Diameter Ball 
 
Take things to a whole new level! If you’re tired of the limitations, the new RAM Press-N-Lock™ is what you’ve been looking for. 
Instantly convert a flush mount rod holder or tube rod holder into a mounting platform with a 1.5” RAM ball without the need for 
tools or drilling holes in your boat.  The Press-N-Lock™ is ideal for mounting cameras, rod holders and almost anything mounted 
on a 1.5” RAM ball.

Part Number: RAP-385-18U
Material: High Strength Composite and Rubber
Ball Size:  1.5” Rubber Ball 

Features:
 1. Quick release and tool-less installation
 2. High strength materials ensure product longevity
 3. No drilling necessary
 4. Compatible with most factory flush mount rod holders
 5. Unique friction squeeze and locking mechanism
 6. Lifetime warranty 

Tube Length: 18”
Compatible Flush Mount Inner Diameter Tube:
 1 1/2” to 1 7/8” 
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MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS MOUNTING BASE OPTIONS

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 

RAM® Bond-A-Base™ 
Mounting Accessories to Secure Your Gear 
  
RAM® offers the widest selection of fishing accessories to adapt to a wide range of fishing scenarios. For inflatable rafts, 
boats, SUPs and Kayaks, the RAM BOND-A-BASE™ is the ideal universal mounting solution. Using marine adhesive glue, 
bond the flexible BOND-A-BASE™ to boat materials such as PVC and Hypalon.  Add a RAM ball base or post/spline mount to 
the BOND-A-BASE™ and mount a fishing rod holder, POV camera, RAM Aqua Box Pro™ and much more.

Part Numbers: RAP-398-BLKU (BLACK), RAP-398-GRYU (GREY)
Material: PVC
Ball Size: N/A

 

RAM® Strap Base™
  
RAM® offers the widest selection of fishing accessories to adapt to a wide range of 
fishing scenarios. For inflatable personal fishing pontoon style craft, the RAM Strap 
Base™ is the ideal universal mounting solution. Using straps to secure the RAM Strap 
Base™ to the right or left side inflatable pontoon portion of the boat add a RAM ball 
base to easily mount a fishing rod holder, POV camera, RAM Aqua Box Pro™ and much 
more. 

Part Numbers: RAP-399U, RAP-B-399U, RAP-399BU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball (Available 
with 1.5’’ ball)
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RAM® 1.5” Ball Quick Release Track Base 
 
Designed to accommodate all kayak tracks, as well as common track systems, engage and 
fasten this base to your existing track system or many other’s including SlideTrax and the 
common T-Track. With a quick turn of the ball the base will slide along the track, giving you 
ultimate flexibility in repositioning your rod holder. A necessity for the all fishing enthusiasts, the 
RAM Quick Release Track Base is certain to create more mounting options or access on whatever 
you choose to take to the water.  Fits a track  dimensional range of .250’’ min to .562’’ max.

Compatible Tracks: Wilderness Systems SlideTrax, Most Common T-Tracks, Scotty Slide Track, 
& Many More!
  
Part Number: RAP-383U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball (Available with a 1’’ ball Part Number RAP-B-383U)

RAM® Adapt-A-Post™ Quick Release Track Base 
  

Compatible Tracks: Wilderness Systems SlideTrax, Most Common T-Tracks, Scotty Slide Track, 
& Many More!

Part Number: RAP-383-AAPU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

MOUNTING TRACK SYSTEMS

The RAM Adapt-A-Post™ Quick Release Track base in available to mount the full line of 
RAM Post and Spline rod holders, for your heavier fishing rod set-ups. Designed to 
accommodate most kayak tracks, quickly fasten and adjust the base to your existing track 
system or add a track system to your kayak set up. Popular tracks include Wilderness 
Systems SlideTrax and common T-Slot Track Systems. To adjust, simply depress the release 
buttons and turn the Adapt-A-Post™ counter-clockwise. The base will slide along the 
track, giving you the ultimate flexibility in repositioning your rod holder or mounted 
device. The RAM Quick Release Track base can be installed at any point along the track 
without the need to feed in from one end of the track. A necessity for all fishing 
enthusiasts, the RAM Quick Release Track Base is certain to more mounting options on 
whatever you take on the water. Fits a track dimensional range of .250” min to .562” max. 
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MOUNTING TRACK SYSTEMS

 
RAM® Adapt-A-Post™ Side Track Base  
 
The Adapt-A-Post™ Side Track Base consists of a t-bolt, ratchet tooth and groove composition and female post 
spline hole. With a turn of the knob you can quickly fasten, adjust or remove the base to your existing track 
system. The ratchet tooth and groove composition enables you to slide and relocate the mount along the track; 
it can also rotate 360 degrees around, parallel to the track. The female post spline hole is compatible with many 
RAM Rod/Tube holders, along with 3rd party holders. Pressing of the side button, located on the right side of the 
image, you can quickly engage or release your holder from the base. Fits a track  dimensional range of .250’’ min 
to .562’’ max.

Part Number: RAP-AAPRU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

 

RAM® 1.5” Ball Side Track Base

 

The Ball Side Track Base consists of a t-bolt, ratchet tooth and groove composition and 1.5” rubber ball. With 
a turn of the knob you can quickly fasten, adjust or remove the base to your existing track system. The ratchet 
tooth and groove composition enables you to slide and relocate the mount along the track; it can also rotate 360 
degrees around, parallel to the track. The patented rubber ball design creates friction; this stabilizing the entire 
mount, along with dampening shock and vibration. Fits a track  dimensional range of .250’’ min to .562’’ max.

Part Number: RAP-354-AAPRU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’

RAM® Adapt-A-Post™  Side Track Base with RAM Tube Jr.™ 
 
Universal, Fits Most Tracks Including: 
 

 - Wilderness Systems SlideTrax 
 - Most Common T-Tracks 
 - Scotty Slide Track 
 - Many More! 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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BUILD YOUR OWN SOLUTION

For all of you do-it-yourselfers out there, RAM® now offers the 
perfect components to build your next creative masterpiece for 
your kayak or other application.  RAM PVC Pipe Adaptors are 
designed to easily convert RAM PVC pipe to common schedule 
40 or 80 ¾” PVC pipe.  Get creative and build rod holder racks, 
gear organization systems, lean bars and more using this new 
line of adaptors.  Whether you need a coupler, a 90 or 45 elbow or 
a tee, RAM PVC Pipe adaptors enable you to use standard ¾” PVC  

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

B or G

3/4’’ Schedule 80
PVC Pipe 3/4’’ Schedule 80

PVC Fitting

H

3/4’’ Schedule 80
PVC Fitting

E

A

3/4’’ Schedule 80
PVC Fitting

 
RAM® Black PVC Pipe 

RAM Mount high strength composite black PVC pipe
Available in 2’’, 4’’, 6’’ 8’’, 12’’ and 18’’ lengths

Part Numbers: RAP-PP-1118 (18’’ Black PVC Pipe)
        RAP-PP-1112 (12’’ Black PVC Pipe)
        RAP-PP-1108 (8’’ Black PVC Pipe)
                           RAP-PP-1106 (6’’ Black PVC Pipe)
                           RAP-PP-1104 (4’’ Black PVC Pipe)
                           RAP-PP-1102 (2’’ Black PVC Pipe)                 

Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

Product Shown: RAP-PP-1106 

H
Product Shown: RAP-PP-1102 

C

D 

F

H

G or B
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BUILD YOUR OWN SOLUTION

 
RAM® Female PVC Pipe Base with Post and 
Spline 

The RAP-114-PSPU is designed to connect to a RAM PVC Pipe 
converting it to a RAM post and spline male.

Part Number: RAP-114-PSPU 
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

 
RAM® Female PVC Pipe with ADAPT-A-POST™ for Post and Spline
 
The RAP-AAP-PPU is designed to connect to a RAM PVC Pipe converting it to a RAM post and spline female.

Part Number: RAP-AAP-PPU
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A

 
Adaptor- RAM® Male- 3/4 PVC Pipe Female
 
The RAP-PPA-MRF75 is designed to connect to a standard 3/4” PVC Pipe converting it to a male RAM PVC pipe.

Part Number: RAP-PPA-MRF75
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A
Also available Adaptor- RAM Female - 3/4 PVC Pipe Male (P/N RAP-PPA-FRM75)
The RAP-PPA-FRM75 is designed to connect to a RAM PVC Pipe converting it to a standard 3/4” male PVC pipe.

 
Adaptor- RAM® Male - 3/4 PVC Pipe Male
 
The RAP-PPA-MRM75 adapts from a male RAM PVC pipe to a standard 3/4” male 
PVC pipe.

Part Number: RAP-PPA-MRM75
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: N/A
Also available Adaptor- RAM Female - 3/4 PVC Pipe Female (P/N RAP-PPA-FRF75)
The RAP-PPA-FRF75 adapts from a female RAM PVC pipe to a standard female 3/4” PVC pipe.

 
RAM® Female Pipe Base With 1.5” BALL
 
The RAP-294U is designed to connect a 1.5” RAM ball to a RAM PVC pipe.

Part Number: RAP-294U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’ 
Also available RAM Female Pipe Base with 1” Ball (P/N RAP-B-294U)

RAP-PPA-MRF75

RAP-PPA-FRM75

RAP-PPA-MRM75

RAP-PPA-FRF75

RAP-B-294U

RAP-294U

F

E
D

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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ROD HOLDERS

RAM® Rod Holders are the culmination of superior design 
and materials resulting in the success of recreational and 
tournament fisherman alike. Comprised of ultra-durable 
composites, stainless steel, and brass hardware you need not 
worry about corrosion, just how you are going to enjoy your 
time on the water. Marine grade from top to bottom is what 
you expect and RAM® delivers. RAM® provides fisherman with 
rod holders perfect for their passion. Here you’ll find holders 
for Fly rods, Bait casters, and Spinning reels designed for 
the way you fish. One of the most diverse product offerings 
anywhere, RAM has the quality and durability you want at a 
price you can afford.
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ROD HOLDERS

 
RAM-TUBE™ 2008 Fishing Rod Holder with Round Flat Surface Base
 
The RAP-119U consists of the RAM-TUBE™ 2008 fishing rod holder and 2.5” diameter round base with a variety of mounting holes 
Offering the patented RAM rubber ball and socket feature, you can rotate the rod holder 360 degrees, while tilting the holder forward 
and back for the optimum angle. The RAM-TUBE™ 2008 tube integrates the rod holder with a self draining and quick to access tube 
for the butt of  most any fishing rod. The tube is made of extremely durable composite. Ideally suited for anything from Kayaks to 
Tournament boats, this compact and simple design is ready for your next day on the water.

Part Number: RAP-119U
Material: High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum.
RAM-Tube™ available in Marine Grade Aluminum P/N RAM-119.

 
RAM-TUBE™ 2000 Holder with Flush Mounting Base 
 
The RAM-301-FU consists of the RAM-TUBE™ 2000 fishing rod holder, 6” long ratchet spline post arm and flush mounting base. 
The ratcheting feature allows for the tube to tilt forward and back for optimum angles. Ideally suited for anything from Kayaks 
to Tournament boats, this compact and simply design is ready for your next day on the water. 

Part Number: RAM-301-FU
Material: High Strength Composite.

 
RAM-TUBE™ 2000 Holder with RAM-ROD™ Revolution Ratchet/Socket System and Round 
Flat Surface Base 
 
The RAM-301-RBU features the RAM-TUBE™ 2008 fishing rod holder, RAM-ROD™ Revolution ratchet arm with single open socket and 
2.5” diameter round base with 1.5” ball.  Combining the patented RAM rubber ball and socket system with a ratcheting feature; this 
rod holder has almost infinite adjustability and configuration options.  Easily collapse the rod holder down on the deck for clearing your 
casting path or articulate over the water, and out of the boat or kayak.  The tube holder integrates a self-draining feature and is a quick 
to access for the butt of most any fishing rod. The tube is made of extremely durable composites. Ideally suited for anything from Kayaks 
to Tournament boats, this compact and simple design is ready for your next day on the water. 

Part Number: RAM-301-RBU
Material: High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum
 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
RAM® Tough-Tube™ Rod Holder 

The RAM Tough-Tube™ Fishing Rod Holder with Combination Bulkhead/Flat Surface Base and Plunger. The 
combination bulkhead/flat surface mounting base can be installed on a flat surface such as the deck or on a 
vertical surface. This mounting base features a locking mechanism which requires the release of a plunger to 
remove the rod holder. Ideal for heavy duty trolling applications.

Part Number: RAP-394-SSBMPU
Material: High Strength Composite 
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ROD HOLDERS

RAM® TUBE JR.™ 

Our latest entry into our diverse fishing rod holder line of products is also one of the most 
innovative. The RAM Tube Jr. works with right or left handed configurations, and is compatible 
with spinning, casting and level wind reels. Ideally suited for a wide range of applications and 
fishing vessels, this rod holder is quickly becoming known as the most versatile rod holder 
on the market.  Available as a complete kit with mounting base, or separately to add to an 
existing set-up, this rod holder will be a welcome addition to any angler’s boat or kayak. 

UNIQUE FEATURES:

• Compatible with spinning, casting and level wind reels
• Compatible with left-handed and right-handed reels
• Quick removal of rod and reel
• High strength materials ensure product longevity
• Unique design features lock each reel type in the rod holder, while still allowing for 

quick removal
• Position spinning reel to the side or under RAM Tube Jr. depending on rod holder 

placement
• Versatile design will work for virtually all fishing scenarios

Works with Spinning Reels

Works with Bait Casting Reels 

Limited lifetime warranty

Made in the USA!
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ROD HOLDERS

 
RAM® Tube Jr.™ Fishing Rod Holder with RAM-ROD™ Revolution Ratchet/
Socket System and Round Base 
 
Ideally suited for a wide range of applications and fishing vessels, this rod holder is quickly becoming known 
as the most versatile rod holder on the market.  This configuration includes the RAM-ROD™ Revolution ratchet 
arm with single open socket and 2.5” diameter round base with 1.5” ball.  Combining the patented RAM 
rubber ball and socket system with a ratcheting feature; this rod holder has almost infinite adjustability 
and configuration options.  Easily collapse the rod holder down on the deck for clearing your casting path or 
articulate over the water, and out of the boat or kayak.  Rod holder doubles as a stake out pole holder.   

Part Number: RAP-390-RBU
Material: High Strength Composite.

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
RAM Tube Jr.™ Fishing Rod Holder with 4” Length Spline Post, 
Combination Bulkhead/Flat Surface Base & Plunger

Ideally suited for a wide range of applications and fishing vessels, this rod holder is quickly becoming 
known as the most versatile rod holder on the market.  This configuration includes a 4”post with the 
combination bulkhead/flat surface mounting base which can be installed on a flat surface such as the 
deck or on a vertical surface. Mounting base features a locking feature which requires the release of 
a plunger to remove the rod holder. 

Part Number: RAP-390-SBMPU
Material: High Strength Composite.

The Patented RAM Tube Jr.™ works with 
spinning, bait casting and level wind reels!
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ROD HOLDERS

RAM-ROD™ REVOLUTION™

Unlike anything you’ve seen before, and performance beyond your expectations the RAM-ROD™ 
Revolution™ is another great product for “Pros and Joes” alike. Integrating two sought after 
features into a single system makes this new Rod Holder versatile to the extreme. Offering 
not only the patented RAM Rubber Ball and Socket Feature, but a ratcheting feature as well, 
there is literally no limit to where this holder can be put or how it can be fished. With RAM, 
you’re never limited by your mounting equipment, only your imagination. No matter whether 
you’re on the water to release stress, or gain tournament dollars, RAM Rod Holders only add 
to your success!

UNIQUE FEATURES:

• Patented, innovative design incorporates RAM ball and socket with ratcheting feature
• Simple and easy to adjust
• 360° rod holder rotation
• Can be collapsed to lay flat on boat, ideal for stowing while not in use or for rod storage 

while paddling
• Compatible with a variety of RAM Rod holders
• Manufactured from high strength composites and corrosion resistant stainless steel 

hardware

Grab the road and set the hook in one seamless motion with its patent-pending, spring loaded design. 
Holds rods tightly and securely through rough surf and fast trolling. Simple, easy tilt adjustment and 
360° rod holder rotation. High strength composite construction with stainless steel hardware. Great for 
use in both fresh water and salt water applications.    

Limited lifetime warranty

Made in the USA!

Product Shown: RAM-114-RBU
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ROD HOLDERS

 
RAM-ROD™ 2007 Jr. Fly Rod Holder with Rectangle Flat Surface Base  
 
The RAM-ROD™ 2007 Fly Rod Jr. holder is one of the most popular rod holders for the kayak angler due 
to its simplicity and adjustability. Utilizing the RAM patented 1.5” ball, you can rotate and adjust the 
rod holder almost infinitely making this rod holder ideal for kayak fishing.  This rod holder is designed 
for use with fly rods and reels.  The ball and socket enable fine adjustment without the need to loosen 
a knob which is ideal for making small adjustments as your fishing scenario changes throughout the 
day.  Includes 1.5” ball with a 2” X 2.5” flat surface mounting base.

Part Number: RAP-341
Material: High Strength Composite.

 

RAM-Rod™ 2000 Fishing Rod Holder with Double Socket 
Arm and Round Flat Surface Base

The RAM-ROD™ 2000 fishing rod holder is RAM’s original rod holder.  This unique 
design offers quick removal of the rod when a fish is on, and features a securing flip-
over bail for rod security while trolling or for use as rod storage.  Utilizing two RAM 
patented 1.5” balls, this rod holder offers the ultimate in adjustability and versatility.  
Ideally suited for kayaks or traditional fishing vessels, this rod holder puts the rod and 
reel where you need it.  Kit includes a 1.5” ball with a 2.5” dia. mounting base.

Part Number: RAM-117U
Material: High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

RAP-340 Shown on Kayak

 
RAM-ROD™ 2007 Fishing Rod Holder with Rectangle Flat Surface Base  
 
The RAM-ROD™ 2007 rod holder is one of the most popular rod holders for the kayak angler due to its 
simplicity and adjustability. Utilizing the RAM patented 1.5” ball, you can rotate and adjust the rod holder 
almost infinitely making this rod holder ideal for kayak fishing.  The ball and socket enable fine adjustment 
without the need to loosen a knob which is ideal for making small adjustments as your fishing scenario 
changes throughout the day.  Includes 1.5” ball with a 2” X 2.5” flat surface mounting base.

Part Number: RAP-340
Material: High Strength Composite.
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ROD HOLDERS
RAM-ROD™ LIGHT-SPEED™

The RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ is another innovative product in RAM’s long list of high quality, 
industry leading fishing products.  Ideally suited for spinning reels and bait casting reels, 
the Light-Speed rod holder provides smooth action when inserting and removing the fishing 
rod, yet holds firm in rough water or while trolling.  The spring loaded design enables rapid 
removal of the rod and reel when a fish is on, and offers easy placement of the rod in the rod 
holder.  

UNIQUE FEATURES:

• Unique patent pending design offers quick and simple removal and replacement of rod.
• Simple and easy adjustment allows for infinite operating positions, enabling the angler 

to create a custom configuration for a specific fishing scenario. 
• Innovative design integrates removing the rod from the rod holder and setting the hook 

seamlessly, equaling less missed fish strikes.
• Integrated rod lock secures fishing rod and reel for trolling applications and for rod 

storage.        

Limited lifetime warranty

Made in the USA!

Product Shown: RAP-370-RB
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ROD HOLDERS

 
RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ Rod Holder with 4” Long Spline Post and Bulkhead/
Rail/Flat Surface Mounting Base
 
The RAP-370-R consists of the RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ fishing rod holder, 4” long spline post and combination 
bulkhead/rail/flat surface base with plunger for spline posts. Designed to mount vertically or horizontally in your 
boat, you can rotate the rod holder 360 degrees, while tilting the rod holder forward and back for the optimum fishing 
angle. The RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ is another innovative product in RAM’s long list of high quality, industry leading 
fishing products.  Ideally suited for spinning reels and bait casting reels, the Light-Speed rod holder provides smooth 
action when inserting and removing the fishing rod, yet holds firm in rough water or while trolling.  The spring loaded 
design enables rapid removal of the rod and reel when a fish is on, and offers easy placement of the rod in the rod 
holder. The combination bulkhead/rail/flat surface mounting base can be installed on a flat surface such as the deck 
or on a vertical surface. This mounting base features a locking feature which requires the release of a plunger to 
remove the rod holder.  Kit includes adapter for mounting to round rails from .75” to 1” in diameter.
Part Number: RAP-370-R
Material: High Strength Composite.

 
RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ Rod Holder with 4” Long Spline Post and 
Flush Mounting Base 
 
The RAP-370-F consists of the RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ fishing rod holder, 4” long spline post and flush 
mounting base. Designed to mount horizontally in your boat, you can rotate the rod holder 360 degrees, 
while tilting the rod holder forward and back for the optimum fishing angle. The RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ 
is another innovative product in RAM’s long list of high quality, industry leading fishing products.  Ideally 
suited for spinning reels and bait casting reels, the Light-Speed rod holder provides smooth action when 
inserting and removing the fishing rod, yet holds firm in rough water or while trolling.  The spring loaded 
design enables rapid removal of the rod and reel when a fish is on, and offers easy placement of the rod in 
the rod holder

Part Number: RAP-370-F
Material: High Strength Composite.

 
RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ Rod Holder with Bulkhead/Flat Surface 
Mounting Base
 
The RAP-370-B consists of the RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ fishing rod holder, 4” long spline post and 
combination bulkhead/flat surface base with plunger for spline posts. Designed to mount vertically or 
horizontally in your boat, you can rotate the rod holder 360 degrees, while tilting the rod holder forward and 
back for the optimum fishing angle. The RAM-ROD™ Light-Speed™ is another innovative product in RAM’s 
long list of high quality, industry leading fishing products.  Ideally suited for spinning reels and bait casting 
reels, the Light-Speed rod holder provides smooth action when inserting and removing the fishing rod, yet 
holds firm in rough water or while trolling.  The spring loaded design enables rapid removal of the rod and 
reel when a fish is on, and offers easy placement of the rod in the rod holder.  The combination bulkhead/
flat surface mounting base can be installed on a flat surface such as the deck or on a vertical surface. This 
mounting base features a locking feature which requires the release of a plunger to remove the rod holder. 

Part Number: RAP-370-B
Material: High Strength Composite.

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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HANDHELD MOUNTS

Boaters everywhere are discovering the advantages of RAM® 
Mount electronic mounting systems. For Fishfinders, 
chartplotters, GPS, and much more, sturdy RAM® rubber ball 
mounts let you reposition the unit at will to accommodate 
any viewing angle or configuration. RAM Mounts hold your 
sensitive electronics steady all day long, yet you can easily 
remove the unit for safe keeping at day’s end. All styles 
feature high strength composite and marine grade powder 
coated aluminum construction with stainless steel hardware.  
Easy to install and configure for your specific application.
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HANDHELD MOUNTS

 
 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for Garmin Colorado            

Simply choose your preferred mounting location and the possibilities become endless with the Garmin Flat Surface Mount. 
Rubber ball and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. High quality composite 
materials ensure your GPS is safe, secure, and within easy reach. RAM’s patented design also dampens shock and vibration 
helping to extend the life of your mobile device. Cutting edge products like the Garmin Colorado deserve a cutting edge 
mount and RAM delivers. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA27 
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt and more.
Compatible Models:  Colorado, 300, 400c, 400i & 400t  

 

RAM® High Strength Composite Flat Surface Mount for Garmin Montana
  
The RAP-B-138-GA46 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, 
diamond adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin Montana 600 series. Features a 1” 
diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at the base and cradle. With a twist of the arm 
knob, you can move the Garmin Montana flat surface mount to your optimum viewing position. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA46
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt and more.
Compatible Models: Montana 600, 650 & 650t  

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for Garmin Oregon

The RAP-B-138-GA31 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, double socket arm, diamond 
adapter base and high strength composite cradle. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball and 
socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; this allowing for almost infinite adjustment 
and perfect viewing angles. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA31 
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt and more.
Compatible Models: Oregon 200, 300, 400, 450, 550, 600 & 650, Approach G5.

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for Garmin eTrex
 
The RAP-B-138-GA48 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, diamond 
adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin eTrex 10, 20 a P-B-138-GA48

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA48 
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt and more.
Compatible Mounts: eTrex 10, 20 & 30

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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HANDHELD MOUNTS

 
 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for the Garmin GPSMAP 78 Series 
 
The RAP-B-138-GA40 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, 
diamond adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin GPSMAP® 78 series. Designed into the 
mount is a 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at the base and cradle. With a twist 
of the arm knob, you can move the flat surface GPSMAP® mount to your optimum viewing position. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA40
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt.
Compatible Models: GPSMAP 78, 78s & 78sc

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for the Garmin Rino 
 
The RAP-B-138-GA47 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, 
diamond adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin Rino 600 series. Designed into the mount is 
a 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at the base and cradle. With a twist of the arm 
knob, you can move the Garmin Rino flat surface mount to your optimum viewing position. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA47
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt.
Compatible Models: Rino 610, 650 & 655t

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for the Garmin GPSMAP  76 & 96 Series
 
The RAP-B-138-GA14 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, 
diamond adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin GPSMAP® 76 series. Designed into the 
mount is a 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at the base and cradle. With a twist 
of the arm knob, you can move the flat surface GPSMAP® mount to your optimum viewing position. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA14
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt.
Compatible Models: GPSMAP 76C, 76CS, 76CSx, 76Cx, 96 & 96C 

RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount for the Garmin eTrex  

The RAP-B-138-GA16 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, 
diamond adapter base and custom high strength composite cradle for the Garmin eTrex series. Designed into the mount is a 
1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at the base and cradle. With a twist of the arm 
knob, you can move the Garmin eTrex flat surface mount to your optimum viewing position. 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GA16
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt.
Compatible Models: eTrex Legend C, Legend Cx, Legend HCx, Venture Cx, Venture HC, Vista C, Vista Cx & Vista HCx  

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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HANDHELD MOUNTS

 
RAM® Flat Surface Mount for the SPOT GEN3™ Satellite GPS Messenger 

Simply choose your preferred mounting location and the possibilities become endless with the SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger 
Flat Surface Mount. Rubber ball and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. High 
quality materials insure your SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger is safe, secure, and within easy reach. RAM’s patented design 
also dampens shock and vibration helping to extend the life of your mobile device.

Part Number: RAM-B-138-SPO4
Material: High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Adhesive, Strap, U-Bolt.
Cradles available for the Spot GEN 1/2 and Spot Connect.

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount with Universal Finger-Grip™ Phone/Radio 
Holder  
   
The RAM Composite Universal Finger Grip™ Holder is designed to hold a wide variety of smartphones and electronic devices. 
The holder comes with (3 sets) of four flexible rubber coated fingers placed along sides to grip your device. Upper and lower 
supports included.

Part Number: RAP-B-138-UN4
Material:  High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

This mount is designed to hold the following devices:
 Cell Phones
 2-Way Radios
 GPS Devices
and Much More!

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

Height Dimensions:
Minimum with Top and Bottom Plates: 5.25”
Maximum with Top and Bottom Plates: 6.0”

The top and bottom plates can be removed for 
larger devices.

Using Short Arm Side Clamps:
Maximum Depth: 0.75”
Minimum Width: 1.25”
Maximum Width: 3.0”

Using Medium Arm Side Clamps:
Maximum Depth: 1.25”

Minimum Width: 1.5”
Maximum Width: 3.5”

Using Long Arm Side Clamps:
Maximum Depth: 1.6”

Minimum Width: 2.25”
Maximum Width: 3.5” 
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MARINE ELECTRONIC MOUNTS
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MARINE ELECTRONIC MOUNTS

 
Raymarine Dragonfly Square Base Drill-Down Mount 

The drill-down mount consists of a composite 2” x 1.7” square base that contains the universal AMPs hole 
pattern, double socket arm and base adapter for the Raymarine® Dragonfly™. 

Part Numbers: RAM-B-202U-RYM1, RAP-B-201U, RAP-B-347U
Material:  High Strength Composite & Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
 
RAM® 1” Ball Mount for Lowrance Elite-4 & Mark-4 Series Fishfinders 
 
The RAP-B-101-LO11 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, double socket arm and 
adapter base that inserts directly to the back of Lowrance Elite-4 and Mark-4 Fishfinders. The adapter serves as a quick 
release mechanism, allowing you to remove or transfer your Fishfinder in seconds. Designed into the mount is a 1” diameter 
patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at both socket ends of the arm; this with RAM’s rubber ball 
and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. 

Part Number: RAP-B-101-L011
Material: High Strength Composite. (Available in Marine Grade Aluminum)
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

Back View

RAM® Composite 1.5” Ball Marine Electronic Mount for the Garmin echo 200, 
500c & 550c “RUGGED USE”
  
The RAP-101U-G4 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, double socket arm and 
round adapter base that attaches directly to the factory mounting bracket of the Garmin echo™. Designed into the mount 
is a 1.5” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at both socket ends of the arm; this 
with RAM’s rubber ball and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. Included 
is hardware that is used to attach the Garmin echo™ to the RAM Mount.

Part Number: RAP-101U-G4
Material: High Strength Composite (Available in Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum).
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 
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MARINE ELECTRONIC MOUNTS

 
RAM® 1.5” Ball Composite Mount for Lowrance Elite-5 & Mark-5 Series Fishfinders 
 
The RAP-101U-LO11 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base that contains the universal AMPS hole pattern double socket arm 
and adapter base that inserts directly to the back of Lowrance Elite-5 and Mark-5 Fishfinders. The adapter serves as a quick 
release mechanism, allowing you to remove or transfer your Fishfinder in seconds. Designed into the mount is a 1.5” diameter 
patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at both socket ends of the arm; this with RAM’s rubber ball 
and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. 

Part Number: RAP-101U-L011
Material: High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum.
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

 
 
RAM® 1.5” Diameter Ball Mount for Fishfinders
The RAM-111U consists of a 2.5” diameter round base that contains the universal AMPs hole pattern, standard length double 
socket arm and 6.25” x 2” rectangle base. The rectangle base contains different combinations of pre-drilled mounting holes 
which will match up to many electronic devices and mounts, including Marine GPS, CB Radios, Ham Radios, Gimbal Brackets 
and more. 

The RAM-111U is compatible with all Lowrance Fishfinders and
Garmin with gimbal style mounting bracket

Part Number: RAM-111U
Material: Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum (available in composite).
Ball Size: 1.5’’ (available with a 1’’ ball)
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

Back View

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
 
Raymarine Dragonfly Track Base Mount 

The track base mount consists of a quick release track base, double socket arm and base adapter for the Raymarine® 

Dragonfly™. The track base is designed to accommodate all kayak tracks, as well as common track systems, engage 
and fasten the base to your existing track system or many other’s including, SlideTrax and the common T-Track.

Compatible Tracks:
Wilderness Systems SlideTrax,  Most Common T-Tracks, Scotty Slide Track & Many More!

Part Numbers: RAM-B-202U-RYM1, RAP-B-201U, RAP-B-383U
Material: High Strength Composite & Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum 
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 
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MARINE ELECTRONIC MOUNTS

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Marine Electronic Mount for the Garmin echo 100, 
150 & 300c “LIGHT USE”
 
The RAP-B-101U-G4 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, double socket arm and 
round adapter base that attaches directly to the factory mounting bracket of the Garmin echo™. Designed into the mount 
is a 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system with adjustment points at both socket ends of the arm; this with 
RAM’s rubber ball and socket technology allows for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. Included is 
hardware that is used to attach the Garmin echo™ to the RAM Mount.

Part Number: RAP-B-101U-G4
Material: High Strength Composite (Available in Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum).
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
 
RAM®  Mount for the Humminbird 100, 300, 500, 700 Series, Matrix Series and 
Lowrance Elite-5 Series 

The RAM-B-107 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPs hole pattern, double socket arm and 
connecting Humminbird/Apelco marine adapter base. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball 
and socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; this allowing for almost infinite 
adjustment and perfect viewing angles. The RAM-B-107 is a “LIGHT USE” mount, designed to hold smaller marine electronic 
devices.

Part Numbers: RAM-B-107
Material: Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum 
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail. 

RAM-B-107 In-Use

Before you catch a fish, secure your gear with RAM®!
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TRANSDUCER MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Kayak fishing is all about adaptability. RAM Mount offers the 
widest selection of kayak fishing accessories to adapt to a 
wide range of fishing scenarios. RAM® now offers a deployable 
Flex-Arm™ Transducer Mounting System for kayaks. This 
solution enables the quick and effective deployment and 
retrieval of your transducer, while protecting your transducer 
from damage. Perfect for kayak applications, the Flex-Arm™ 
can quickly be retrieved if you enter shallow water or when 
beaching your kayak. With little effort, the arm can quickly be 
moved to a different kayak and attached to an existing flush 
mount or 1” RAM ball. The unique design provides a universal 
solution for virtually any kayak as well as any transducer.
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TRANSDUCER MOUNTING 

 
 
RAM® Transducer Arm Mount with Open Single Socket for the 
Lowrance  StructureScan LSS-2/LSS-1

Compatible Transducers:
The RAM transducer arm mount is compatible the Lowrance StructureScan LSS-2 and LSS-1 Transducer

Part Number: RAM-B-316-18-TRA3-NB , RAP-B-383U
Material: High Strength Composite and Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

RAM® DEPLOYABLE TRANSDUCER WITH FLEX-ARM™ SYSTEM

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
RAM Transducer Arm Mount with 18” Rigid 
Aluminum Rod and 2.43” x 1.31” Diamond Base 

The RAM-B-316-18-TRA1 enables the quick and effective deployment 
and retrieval of your transducer, while protecting your transducer from 
damage. Perfect for kayak applications, the transducer arm can quickly 
be retrieved if you enter shallow water or when beaching your kayak. The 
unique design provides a universal solution for virtually any kayak as well 
as any transducer. 

Compatible Transducers:
The RAM transducer arm mount is compatible with all transducers that 
mount with a 1/4” screw.

Part Number: RAM-B-316-18-TRA1
Material: High Strength Composite and Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Shown in stowed position

Shown deployed

Shown deployed

Part Number: RAM-B-316-18-TRA2-NB, RAP-B-383U
Part Number (Control Unit) RAP-B-102U-A
Material: High Strength Composite and Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

RAM® Mounting Kit for the 
Hydrowave™ Control Unit 
& Speaker

Patented and Patent Pending
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STACK-N-STOW™BAIT BOARD

The RAM®  STACK-N-STOW™  Bait Board is the perfect platform 
to organize while fishing! 

Featuring a magnetic surface for a bait knife, hooks, lures 
or any ferrous metal item, never again scramble to find your 
essential tools while on the water. With various options for 
post and spline, swing arm, ball and socket or pole mounting, 
you can get creative with your install. Integrated features for 
hanging tools, lures, clippers, mounting a GoPro® camera, cup 
holders and much more, this bait board is a feature rich option 
for the savvy angler. 
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STACK-N-STOW™ BAIT BOARD

Available in 4 Popular Configurations!

 
 
FEATURES:
    
- Magnetic surface for tools
 - Customized mounting options
 - Accessorize with phone, camera, drink cup mounts
 - Multiple mounting options for boat and kayak
 - High strength materials ensure product longevity
 - Integrated features for hanging tools
 - Easy removal and stowage
 - Made in U.S.A.
 - Lifetime warranty 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

Patent Pending
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STACK-N-STOW™ BAIT BOARD

 
RAM® Stack-N-Stow™ Bait Board with Ball 
and Socket Mount
The following configuration includes the RAM bait board, Revolution 
ratchet socket system and 1.5” RAM Tough-Ball™. The Revolution 
serves as a swing arm, allowing you to reposition or rotate it away 
from your body; it also can easily be removed and stowed until 
your next fishing venture. 

Part Numbers: RAP-395-PU, RAP-114-RBU, RAP-379U-252050-KAY1
Material: High strength composite
Ball Size: 1.5’’ 

 
 
RAM® STACK-N-STOW™ Bait Board with 
Combination Bulkhead Mount and Rail 
Adapter Kit
This configuration includes the RAM STACK-N-STOW™ Bait 
Board, 3” long spline post and combo deck/bulkhead mount 
with rail adapter kit.  This solution is ideal for mounting the 
bait board to round rails from .75” to 1” either on a boat or 
kayak.

Part Numbers: RAP-395-RMU  
Material: High strength composite
Ball Size: N/A 

 Accessories shown are not included.

Accessories shown are not included.

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

POPULAR ACCESSORIES

Universal X-Grip® Mount for Bait Boards  Wedge-Lock Drink Cup Holder GoPro® Hero Camera Mount for Bait Boards 

RAM-HOL-UN7BU + RAP-B-201U + RAP-395T-BBU RAP-395W-132U RAP-B-202U-GOP1 + RAP-B-201U + RAP-395T-BBU 
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STACK-N-STOW™ BAIT BOARD

 
 
RAM® Stack-N-Stow™ Bait Board with 
Track Mount 
The following configuration includes the RAM bait board, 15” Adapt-
A-Post™ extension pole and Adapt-A-Post™ track base. Designed to 
accommodate most kayak tracks, quickly fasten and adjust the track 
base to your existing track system or add a track system to your 
kayak set up. The extension pole accepts post spline arms, allowing 
for the attachment of rod holders, including the RAM Tube Jr. 

Part Numbers: RAP-395U, RAP-114-EX12, RAP-AAPU
Material: High strength composite
Ball Size: N/A 

Accessories shown are not included.

 
 
RAM® Stack-N-Stow™Bait Board with Post and 
Spline Mount

The following configuration includes the RAM bait board, adjustable Adapt-A-Post™ 
16’’ extension arm and round flush base. The extension arm will lift the bait board off 
of the deck and enable ideal positioning in tight spaces such as on kayaks. The included 
quick release female post and spline adaptor are simple to engage and release; this 
making it easy to move your mount to various positions on your kayak, or for stowage. 

Part Numbers: RAP-395-PU, RAP-114-APB3U, RAM-114FMTU
Material: High strength composite
Ball Size: N/A
Accessories shown are not included.

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

POPULAR ACCESSORIES

Wedge-Lock, Mount Your Own Accessory Bait Board Topside 1.5” BallGarmin Oregon Series Mount for Bait Boards 

RAP-395WU RAP-395T-BCU RAM-HOL-GA31U + RAP-B-238U + RAP-B-201U + RAP-395T-BBU 
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CAMERA MOUNTS

RAM® offers a wide range of mounting options for your 
camera including GoPro®, JVC, Contour, Sony Action Cam and 
many more. RAM’s patented ball and socket mounting system 
will protect your camera by dampening shock and vibration. 
The adjustable ball and socket system not only lets you put 
your camera exactly where you want it, but allows for ease 
of adjustment and better coverage. Whether you are shooting 
video, or still photography, RAM’s versatile camera mounting 
solutions are sure to help capture the most interesting angles, 
no matter where your travels take you.
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GOPRO®CAMERA MOUNTS

 
 
RAM® Tele-Mount™ Telescoping Camera Pole Kit with GoPro® Hero Adapter
 
The RAP-B-218-1-GOP1U consists of a female hole base with 1” ball, double socket arm and custom GoPro® Hero adapter. The 
female hole base will fit most common telescoping and extension poles. The GoPro® Hero adapter attaches directly to the 
under-side of the camera, replacing the factory mounting bracket. 

Compatible GoPro® Cameras:
HD HERO, HD HERO2, HD HERO3, HD HERO 960

Part Number: RAP-B-218-1-GOP1U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
Telescoping pole not included

 
RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount with GoPro® Hero Adapter 
 
The RAP-B-138-GOP1 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, standard size double socket 
arm and 1” diameter ball with GoPro® Hero adapter. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball and 
socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; this allowing for almost infinite adjustment 
and perfect viewing angles. The GoPro® Hero adapter attaches directly to the under-side of the camera, replacing the factory 
mounting bracket. 

Compatible GoPro® Cameras:
HD HERO, HD HERO2, HD HERO3, HD HERO 960

Part Number: RAP-B-138-GOP1
Material:  High Strength Composite 
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

 
 
RAM® Quick Release Track Mount with GoPro® Hero Adapter
 
This mount consists of the RAP-B-202U-GOP1 custom GoPro® Hero adapter, the RAP-B-201U double socket arm 
for 1’’ ball bases and the RAP-B-383U 1’’ Ball Quick Release Track Base. Capture all of your shots with the ability 
to quickly change camera location from one side of the boat to the other.

Compatible GoPro® Cameras:
HD HERO, HD HERO2, HD HERO3, HD HERO 960

Part Numbers: RAP-B-202U-GOP1, RAP-B-201U, RAP-B-383U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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UNIVERSAL CAMERA MOUNTS
 
RAM® 18” Long Extension Pole with 1” and 1.5” Single 
Open Sockets 
 
The RAP-CB-201-18U consists of a long extension pole and 1” and 1.5” ball single open sockets. 
The socket ends can swivel 360 degrees; allowing you to rotate your camera adapter in any 
direction. 

Dimensions:
Pole Length (Socket End to Socket End): 18” 

Features:
1. Extension poles are buoyant, will float if dropped in the water.

2. All components are high strength composite or stainless steel.

3. Light weight, easily adjustable and packable. 

4. Modular system allows for infinite adjustment and configurations. Easily capture self-portrait 
images from water level, overhead shots and even underwater images of your latest catch.

Material:
High Strength Composite

Ball Size: 
1” and 1.5’’ Rubber Ball Attach either GoPro® specific adapter or 

universal adapter (RAP-B-366U).

Attach to 1.5’’ ball base on kayak (see available 
bases on pages 6-9).

Part Shown: RAP-B-202U-GOP1

Part Shown: RAP-CB-201-18U

Part Shown: RAP-BB-230-18-201U

18’’

18’’ B

AA

B
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UNIVERSAL CAMERA MOUNTS

 
 
RAM® Tele-Mount™ Telescoping Camera Pole Kit with 1/4”-20 Camera 
Threaded Adapter
 
The RAP-B-218-1-366U consists of a female hole base with 1” ball, double socket arm and 1” ball, and 1/4”-20 camera 
thread. The female hole base will fit most common telescoping and extension poles. The male 1/4”-20 threaded steel stud 
will connect to any standard female thread found on camcorders, digital cameras and POV cameras. 

Compatible Cameras:
Contour Cameras, Drift Cameras, Gobandit Cameras, GoPro® Cameras, Sony POV Cameras, XTC Cameras, and any other 
camera with a 1/4’’-20 camera thread.

Part Number: RAP-B-218-1-366U
Material: High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

 
RAM® Flat Surface Mount with 1/4”-20 Camera Threaded Adapter

The flat surface mount consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, standard length double 
socket arm, and 1/4”-20 X .25” threaded post with 1” ball. The flat surface mount is a drill-down mounting solution.

Part Numbers: RAP-B-379U-252025, RAM-B-103U
Material:  Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

 
 
 
RAM®  Suction Cup Mount for Garmin VIRB®

The suction cup camera mount includes a 1” RAM ball with Garmin VIRB® Adaptor for mounting your camera to a 3.25” 
diameter suction cup base and standard length double socket arm.  The double ball mount allows for almost infinite 
adjustment and perfect viewing angles. Simply attach the suction cup base to any non-porous surface for an easy and 
safe way to mount your camera.

Part Number:RAM-B-166-GA63U
Material: Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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ACCESSORIES

RAM® offers a complete line of products for Kayaks opening 
up a world of possibilities and new adventures. Expect 
mounting solutions that are durable, compact, look great, and 
have no sharp edges or points. RAM® offers all this and so 
much more for most any item you might want to take with 
you out on the water.  Your only limitation is your imagination!
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ACCESSORIES

 
 
RAM-ROD™ 8” Post Extension Arm
 
Get your fishing rod closer to you, closer to the action, or simply out of the way with this extension from RAM. Rugged, high 
strength composite construction ensures years of performance on the water. The rod holder extender will lift your RAM-
ROD™ holder up off of your deck and enable ideal positioning in tight spaces such as on kayaks. This extender is perfect for 
increasing the rod holder height when using a side mounted gunnel or transom mount. 

Arm Length: 8” 

Part Number: RAP-114-PAU
Attaches to all spline posts with male teeth pattern. Attaches to all rod/tube holders with female groove pattern.
Material: High Strength Composite

 
RAM-ROD™ Male Ratchet Adapter with 1.5” Ball
 
The RAM-ROD™ male ratchet adapter enables the direct attachment of a 1.5” RAM ball to any of RAM’s many rod holders 
which use the tooth and groove system. The male ratchet ball adapter can attach directly to a rod holder extender enabling the 
attachment of a ball and socket rod holder at the end of a rod holder extender, offering the ultimate in rod holder functionality 
and adjustability.

Attaches to all rod/tube holders with female groove pattern. Ball attaches to all 1.5” sockets. 

Part Number: RAM-114BTU
Material:  High Strength Composite 
Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball

 
 
RAM-ROD™ Female Ratchet Adapter with 1.5” Ball 
 
The RAM-ROD™ female ratchet adapter enables the direct attachment of a 1.5” RAM ball to any of RAM’s many rod holders 
which use the tooth and groove system. The female groove ball adapter can attach directly to the rod holder extender, as 
well as the short and standard length rod holder spline posts.  Ball attaches to all 1.5” sockets.

Attaches to all spline posts with male teeth pattern. Attaches to all 1.5” sockets.

              Part Number: RAM-114BGU
              Material:  High Strength Composite 
              Ball Size: 1.5’’ Rubber Ball

RAM-Mari-Rivet™ Aluminum Pop Rivets
RAM® Mari-Nut™ Rubber Expansion Brass Nuts &  

The RAM-MARI-RIVET-4U consists of (4 qty) aluminum 1/8” pop rivets for blind 
mounting applications.

The RAM-MARI-NUT-4U consists of (4 qty) brass nuts with rubber expansion 
feature for blind mounting applications, includes mounting screws. 

Grip Thickness: 1/16” to 1/4”

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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ACCESSORIES

 
 
RAM® Adjustable Adapt-A-Post™ 16” Extension Arm  
  
Get your fishing rod closer to you, closer to the action, or simply out of the way with this extension 
from RAM. Rugged, hight strength composite construction ensures years of performance on the 
water. The RAM Adjustable Adapt-A-Post™ Extension Arm will lift your RAM-ROD™ holder up off 
the deck and enable ideal positioning in tight spaces such as kayaks. The included quick release 
female post and spline adapter is simple to engage and release; making it easy to move your 
mount to various positions on your kayak, or for stowage. 

 Compatible with all RAM fishing rod holders and accessories using the post and spline 
interface, this extension option is a simple add-on that is sure to add increased functionality 
and versatility to your fishing setup.

Part Number: RAP-114-APB3U
Material:  High Strength Composite 
Ball Size: N/A

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

 
 
RAM® Adapt-A-Post™ 15” Extension Pole 
  
Versatility. That one word sums up what you get when you purchase RAM® products. For Kayaks, versatility 
is key since space is always at a premium. Whether it’s to make some room or put your fishing rod within 
easy reach, the 15” pipe spline post for kayaks will do the trick. Getting your rod holder up high for stand 
up fishing is easy with this new product. The quick release female post and spline adapter is simple and 
easy to release. Building on an already impressive line of Kayak products, this extension option is a simple 
add-on that is sure to add more fun and comfort to your day on the water. 

Part Number: RAP-114-EX12
Material:  High Strength Composite 
Ball Size: N/A

Also available with 9 and 11 inch 
extension poles.

Adapt-A-Post™ Extension Shown on SUP

Patent Pending

Patent Pending
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ACCESSORIES

 
 

RAM® Flex Arm™ Mounting System with Quick Release Post Spline 
Adapter, 18” Rigid Aluminum Rod and Single Socket Arm 
  
The RAP-B-200-1-114P-18U consists of a post spline adapter, 18” rigid aluminum rod and single socket 
arm for 1” ball bases/adapters. The spline adapter is compatible with all RAM® post spline bases. The 18” 
rigid aluminum rod can be bent to position your device to its optimum viewing location. The single socket 
is compatible with all 1” ball bases and adapters. 

Part Number: RAP-B-200-1-114P-18U
Material:  High Strength Composite & Aluminum
Ball Size: 1’’

 

Quick release female post spline adapter

 Interchangeable post/base pinlock system

Track mounting base

The new RAM® Flex Arm™ Mounting System provides you the secured, rugged connection that comes standard with owning a RAM Mount. Our characteristic of 
providing versatile mounting solutions has been taken to a new level with the inclusion of our signature aluminum flex rod. The 18” rigid, aluminum rod can be bent to 
position your device to its optimum viewing location. Maintain numerous positioning options with the adjustable, swiveling/swing technology of the flex rod mounting 
solutions. Whether you have a GoPro or POV camera, fishfinder, smartphone or tablet, choose the RAM flex rod and swing your device in front for optimal view or behind 
you out of your way. Available in 3 different configurations, choose from one of our high strength composite bases to secure the flex rod to the surface of your kayak, 
then attach your device specific cradle; creating the most versatile kayak mounting solution on the water.

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

Patented and Patent Pending

(RAP-B-200-1-386-18U shown)

(RAP-B-200-TRA1-18U shown)

(RAM-114BMPU not included)

(Aqua Box® not included)
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Aqua Box®

Patented and Patent Pending
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Aqua Box®

RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount with Sealed Enclosure Large Aqua Box® Pro 20

The RAP-B-138-AQ7-2 consists of a double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, diamond 
adapter base and large AQUA BOX® Pro 20 case. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket 
system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; allowing for almost infinite adjustment and perfect 
viewing angles. 

Internal Dimensions:
Fits Smart Phones Up To 5.38’’(H) X 2.8’’(W) X 0.55’’(D) (depth will flex) 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-AQ7-2
Material:   High Strength Composite(Available in Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum).
Internal Dimensions: Fits Smart Phones Up To 5.38’’(H) X 2.8’’(W) X 0.55’’(D) (depth will flex)
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

RAM® Flex Adhesive Mount with Sealed Enclosure AQUA BOX® Pro 20 i5 Case 
                  
The AQUA BOX® Pro 20 i5 is a unique patented PVC vinyl screen that flexes to allow you to easily operate your device screen and side 
buttons. The AQUA BOX® is a weatherproof enclosure that will ensure your phone is safe and dry, even if accidentally dropped into 
the water. The optically clear membrane provides the best tactile screen operation and viewing, giving you full access to send text 
messages, listen to music, take photos, capture videos or make calls. Compatible with a full line of RAM mounts, we guarantee the 
AQUA BOX® Pro 20 i5 to be the perfect mounting solution for your phone.  

Part Numbers: RAM-HOL-AQ7-2-I5COU, RAP-B-138U
Material:  High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

Compatible Devices:
Apple iPhone 1st, 3rd and 4th Generation with or without Protective Case
Apple iPhone 5 with Protective Case
Apple iPod touch
Blackberry Phones
HTC Phones
LG Phones
Motorola Phones
Samsung Phones
All Phones within Case Internal Dimensions

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

Full access to screen and side buttons!

Shown with iPhone 5s

Shown with 
Samsung 
Smartphone 

Compatible Devices:
Apple iPhone 5 without Protective Case, Apple iPhone 5c without Protective Case, 
Apple iPhone 5s without Protective Case, All Phones within Case Internal Dimensions

RAM® Aqua Box® Pro 10 

Compatible Devices:
Apple iPhone 4S without Protective Case
Apple iPhone 4 without Protective Case
Apple iPhone 3GS without Protective Case
Apple iPhone 3G without Protective Case
Apple iPhone without Protective Case
Apple iPod touch without Protective Case

RAM-HOL-AQ7-1COU  shown with RAP-B-138U
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Aqua Box®

RAM® Flat Surface Mount with Sealed Enclosure Large Size Aqua Box®
  
The RAM-B-138-AQ1U consists of a double socket arm, two 2.5” diameter round bases with the universal AMPS hole pattern and 
sealed enclosed large size AQUA BOX®. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system 
that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; allowing for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing 
angles. The AQUA BOX® case provides    sealed enclosure and protection for your handheld device. The clear, touch through screen 
allows you to view your electronics as well as use their function keys while in place. There is even a place for a small lock to 
serve as a theft deterrent. 

Part Number: RAM-B-138-AQ1U
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Material:  High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum 
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

AQUA BOX® Internal Dimensions:
Width=3.5”, Height=8.43”, Depth=2.25” inches

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount with Sealed Enclosure Medium Size Aqua 
Box® 
  
The RAM-B-138-AQ2 consists of a double socket arm, two 2.5” diameter round bases with the universal AMPS hole pattern 
and sealed enclosed medium size AQUA BOX®. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball 
and socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; this allowing for almost infinite 
adjustment and perfect viewing angles. The AQUA BOX® case provide sealed enclosure and protection for your handheld 
device. The clear, touch through screen allows you to view your electronics as well as use their function keys while in place. 
There is even a place for a small lock to serve as a theft deterrent. 

Part Number: RAM-B-138-AQ2
Material:  High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

AQUA BOX® Internal Dimensions:
Width=2.38”, Height=4.63”, Depth=1.13” inches

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

RAM® Flat Surface Mount with Sealed Enclosure Small Size Aqua Box® 
  

The RAM-B-138-AQ3U consists of a double socket arm, two 2.5” diameter round bases with the universal AMPS hole pattern and 
sealed enclosed small size AQUA BOX®. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented rubber ball and socket system that 
has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; allowing for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing angles. The 
AQUA BOX® case provides sealed enclosure and protection for your handheld device. The clear, touch through screen allows you to view 
your electronics as well as use their function keys while in place. There is even a place for a small lock to serve as a theft deterrent. 

Part Number: RAM-B-138-AQ3U
Material:  High Strength Composite and Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum 
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

AQUA BOX® Internal Dimensions:
Width=2.38”, Height=4.63”, Depth=1.13” inches 

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

AQUA BOX® External Dimensions: 
Width=3.5”, Height=5.25”, Depth=1.5” inches 

AQUA BOX® External Dimensions:
Width=3.5”, Height=5.25”, Depth=1.5” inches 

AQUA BOX® External Dimensions:
Width=4.5”, Height=8.75”, Depth=3” inches 
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5 Spot & More

RAM® 5 Spot Rod Holder Base with Wedge Post
  
Get the most out of the limited space available on your kayak or boat with the 
RAM® 5 Spot Mount. With five locations to use for anything from rod holders 
to your fishfinder, this simple product provides unsurpassed versatility.  Hard 
mount directly to the vessel or use the post and spline adapter to securely 
mount to your current rod holder mounting base.  The 5 Spot Mount features 
locations for hanging hooks, lures, pliers, clippers and many other angling 
essentials.

Part Numbers: RAP-383U, RAP-114-AP-RBU, RAP-114-5PU
Material:  High Strength Composite

Dimensions:
Length: 18.375”, Width: 3.625”

 
RAM® Anchor Line Lock with Spline Post  
  
The RAP-357PU consists of the RAM anchor line lock with spline post. For use with anchor line up to 1/2” in diameter, 
operation is smooth and simple while the product itself is compact and durable. The RAP-357PU can be flush mounted, 
or dropped into an existing rod holder base to stay right where you want on the water.

Part Number: RAP-357PU
Material:  High Strength Composite
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball
 
Available bases: Bulkhead Mount Base, Deck Mount Base, Deck Track Mount Base, Rectangle Flush Mount Base, and 
Round Flush Mount Base. 

Level-Cup™ Self-Leveling Cup Holder with Rail Mount

The RAM-B-132RU consists of a zinc coated u-bolt base, double socket arm and self-leveling drink cup holder with 
cozy. Included in this package is hardware that will accommodate rails from 0.50” to 1.25” in diameter. The base 
includes black cover caps to be placed over the exposed ends of the u-bolt. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” 
diameter patented rubber ball and socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; 
allowing for almost infinite adjustment. The drink cup holder has two pivot points, allowing for your drink to always 
stay upright and never spill. 

Part Number: RAM-B-132RU
Material:  High Strength Composite.
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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X-Grip™
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X-Grip™ for Smartphones

RAM® Composite Flat Surface Mount with Universal X-Grip® Cell Phone Holder 
  
The RAP-B-138-UN7 consists of a 2.5” diameter round base with the universal AMPS hole pattern, double socket arm and 
universal spring loaded X-Grip® holder for cell phones. Designed into the mount is a 1” diameter patented rubber ball and 
socket system with adjustment points at both ends of the socket arms, enabling infinite adjustment to find that perfect 
viewing angle. The included X-Grip® cradle has a clean and clever four leg design that sports great holding power without 
hiding your phone behind foam pads and plastic. The spring loaded X-Grip®  holder expands and contracts, allowing for a 
perfect custom fit of your cell phone. 

Compatible with Devices with the following Holder Dimensions: 
Minimum Width = 1.875”
Maximum Width = 3.25”
Depth = 0.875” 

Part Number: RAP-B-138-UN7
Material: High Strength Composite and Stainless Steel Hardware
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive, and More! 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

Easy to Operate!
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X-Grip™ for Small Tablets

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!

RAM® X-Grip® Large Phone/Phablet Mounts 
  
The RAP-B-378-UN10U consists of a flexible adhesive base with 1” ball, double socket arm and universal spring loaded 
X-Grip® IV holder for large smartphones and phablets.  Using a high strength adhesive pad, install the mount practically 
anywhere you want to place your portable electronic device.

Holder Dimensions:
Minimum Width = 1.75”
Maximum Width = 4.5”

Part Number:  RAP-B-378-UN10U 
Material:   High Strength Composite and Stainless Steel Hardware
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

RAM® X-Grip® II for Small Tablets
  
The RAP-B-378-UN8U consists of a flexible adhesive base with 1” ball, double socket arm and universal spring loaded X-Grip®   .stelbat llams rof redloh II 
Using a high strength adhesive pad, install the mount practically anywhere you want to place your portable electronic device. The spring loaded X-Grip® 
II holder expands and contracts, allowing for a perfect fit of your 7” tablet. Two easy access grip knobs located on the back of the holder enable quick 
release of your tablet.

Compatible with Devices with the following Holder Dimensions: 
Minimum Width = 2.25”
(Devices 2.25” in width must be a minimum of 7” in height to fit)
Maximum Width = 5.75”
Depth = 0.875”

Part Number: RAP-B-378-UN8U
Material:  High Strength Composite and Stainless Steel Hardware
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 
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X-Grip™ for Large Tablets

RAM® Twist-Lock™ Double Suction Cup Mount with Universal X-Grip® III for Large Tablets 
  
The RAM-B-189-C-UN9U consists of a double 3.25” twist lock suction cup base, long double socket arm, round base adapter and universal X-Grip® III cradle for 
10” tablets. The suction cup base is designed to have a strong hold on glass and non-porous surfaces. The mount is designed with a RAM 1” diameter patented 
rubber ball and socket system that has adjustment points at both ends of the double socket arm; allowing for almost infinite adjustment and perfect viewing 
angles. Two easy access grip knobs located on the back of the holder enable quick release of your tablet.  

Compatible with Devices with the following Holder Dimensions: 
Minimum Width = 6.25”
 Maximum Width = 8.1”
 Depth = 0.875 

Part Number: RAM-B-189-C-UN9U 
Material:   High Strength Composite and Stainless Steel Hardware
Ball Size: 1’’ Rubber Ball

Available bases: Suction Cup, Flat Surface, Strap, U-Bolt, Track Rail, Adhesive. 

* Our product line is constantly evolving! Don’t see what you’re looking for? Visit www.rammount.com to view additional options!
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